The Senior Forum Quantum Writing processes empower students with strategies that give them confidence in their writing ability. Writing is no longer an intimidating chore—they write easily with less stress and better results.

6-DAY PROGRAM – ABCs OF WRITING

A – Approach
In the Approach step, the student analyzes the prompt and distinguishes the type, style, and length of writing required to fully answer all areas of the prompt.

B – Brainstorm
This step focuses on getting ideas down on paper both creatively and with a specific focus. Strategies include Cluster It, See It, Say It, Draw It, and Fastwrite It.

C – Construct
In the Construct step, the writer takes the brainstorm ideas and the clear picture of the prompt requirements and puts the information into a frame. This helps provide the structure for a well-crafted piece of writing.

D – Draft
Using the structure from the previous step, students now draft their piece of writing. A focus on selecting the appropriate structure, essay elements, and word choice support impactful and purposeful writing.

E – Edit
Tips on how to make editing easy, and what to look for in a test environment to support a polished final piece of writing.

10-DAY PROGRAM – DIVERGE, CONVERGE, EMERGE

1 Diverge
In step one, students learn how to overcome writer’s block with a combination of clustering and fastwriting.

2 Converge
Step two is about taking ideas generated in step one and putting them into a purposeful frame. Students also consider voice, organization, and clarity.

3 Emerge
In the final step, students learn to take a writing assignment and make it their own. They learn tools to write effectively in high-pressure timed writing situations like standardized exams.